Rabbit

Developed in Feb 04 by Ching-Yu Hung. This design was inspired by another rabbit in an old translated origami book I have. I'm still tracking down the original author of the book.

Start with a triangular paper that’s cut diagonally from a square. We need the same color on both sides.

1. Fold half of the bird base on the paper as shown.

2. Make an outside reverse fold through all layers (center flap for the head and 2 side flaps for the ears) as shown. Notice the landmarks for the fold line.

3. Do an outside reverse fold on the outmost layer to form the head. Then do an inside reverse fold to fold in the tip, and another outside reverse fold to form the nose.
4. Temporarily take out each ear flap and crimp as shown. Put them back. This refines the shape of the ears.

5. Fold in-out on both sides for the legs.

6. Open flat the rabbit’s body. Undo the folds in #5, and crease along the 3 fold lines as shown.

7. Refold the folds in #5 and #6, with the legs coming out on top.

8. Fold the rear up with the fold lines in the diagram, partially covering the rear end of the legs.

9. Close the rabbit’s body. Pinch the tail sharp with the mountain folds shown.